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LIFE HISTORY NOTES

ON
No.

TH]-:

CALIFORNLV GLEE

*

1

ELDEN BECK

D.

Brigham Young University

Assistant Professor of Zoology,

In the south central portion of Utah Eake, about four miles south
and west of the mouth of Provo River near Provo, Utah, is a low
area of calcareous tufa rock, known as Rock Island. (Plate I). Covered in part by low lying shrubs, a few trees, and alkali tolerant plants,
this island offers an excellent nesting and feeding area for certain

The

species of aquatic birds.

great

number

birds which once frequented this island

few

species.

The

California Gull,

ever, has steadily increased

Lams

and now

is

of different species of

now have been reduced
calif orniciis

to a

Eawrence, how-

the predominating bird inhabit-

This report describes briefly the observations made

ing the island.

during the summers of 1940, 1941, and 1942, with respect to the

life

history of the California Gull, up to and including the late juvenal

Weekly

age.

Rock Island were made

trips to

regular intervals

at

previous to the spring arrival of the adult California Gull (plate IV)

During the observational period after the gulls had
arrived and located on the island, survey parties remained on the
island three and four days at a time. Usually, however, each survey
was conducted for a period of one day each week during the period
the gulls were in central L^tah.
LUah.

in central

DISCUSSION OF PLANT LIFE
This brief discussion

is

entered to help the reader visualize the

plant environment of the gulls at

plants which

now
list

grow on

Rock

Island.

A

complete

the island has never been made.

A

in progress and awaits further seasonal collecting to

of plants complete.

nesting materials

is

The

location of the nests,

of

list

survey

make

is

the

and the study of

closely associated with the plant

life.

Four plant communities make up the main plant cover.

They

are

as follows

(1)

"Tree-shrul) C(jmnuinit}'," with cottonwood, Popiiliis acitnii-

(*)

Contribution No. 105 from the Department of Zoology and Entomology.

Brigham Young University.
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predominant species but including also: Tamarix. Tamarix
amy gdal aides, and an occasional rabbit brush,
Chrysothamints iiaiiseosits and wildrose, Rosa sp.

nata, as the
fjallica

;

willow, Salix

"Cat tail-bulrush community" occurs mainly

(2)

side of the island near

small plots also

may

some warm

A

springs.

at

the

south

few other scattered but

be found on the island.

"The Salicornia-Sesuvium-Distichlis community" is found
(3)
in areas where there is a high alkaline content in the soil. The succulent Salicornia rubra and Sesuvium sessile predominate. The grass,

many places as a belt around the Salicorniaadded feature of the "Salicornia-SesuviumDistichlis community," is the factor of high water content in the soil.
The more moist soil supports the Salicornia and Sesuvium.
Distichlis stricta occurs in

Sesuvium

An

plots.

"The Chenopodium-Gull community"

(4)

ony of

gulls' nests are

island

is

found.

is

where the main

col-

In the main, the southwest part of the

where Clienopodinm aJhmn

is

found

in

great abundance.

make up the remaining content of the plant life in this nesting area.
Due to the great amount
of CJietiopodiuni, and the presence of the greater number of nesting
gulls, I have named this area the Chenopodium-Gull Community.

Bassia hyssopifolia, and Atriplex rosea

Scattered and in spotted abundance throughout the above com-

munities are found several other plant groupings.

They

are,

however,

any one community.
For example, one may find ChrysotJwmnns Jiauseosiis; Rosa sp.;
Panicunt. capillare Salsola pestifer, and several other species of plants
so distributed that they cannot be assigned to

:

scattered in the communities listed above.

The most
is

interesting feature concerning the plant life of the island

the distinctiveness of

its

plant communities.

Three factors seem

to

determine the presence of the communities.
(1)
(2)
(3)

The physical constitution of the soil particles.
The chemical content of the soil (degree of alkalinity).
The height of the island and therefore depth of water table

from the surface of the

soil.

POPULATION STUDY
In Hayward's^^) discussion of the Caspian tern at Rock Island is
found information concerning the population of the California Gulls
also nesting there.
I quote from his report
CI)

Havward,

Caspian Tern

in

C. T.vnn,

Utah," Vol.

\9?<'^.

"The Rreedinii Status and

XXXVII,

pp. 140-144.

Aliijration

df

tlic
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"Dr. \'asco M. Tanner and Mr. Clarence Cottam visited

on

]\fay

tlie

island

1927 and found a colony of terns of consideral)le

19,

breeding there at that time.

A

few California Gulls,

size

L. californicus.

were also noted on that date. On his visit to the island on May 26,
1933, Mr. Bee estimated that about forty pairs of Caspian Terns were
nesting in company with about five hundred pairs of California Gulls."

From

data gathered since the

the California Gull
at

Rock

is

of 1939,

The approximate number

Island.

was arrived

island in 1940

summer

it

is

definite that

increasing in population in the breeding colony

at in the

of gulls nesting on the

following manner:

Measured lanes were marked ofif at various angles, with I)inding
and across the main nesting area on the western part of
island.
The lanes were so oriented as to bring into observation,

twine, along
the

areas of dense nesting and sparse nesting plots, an average count of
nests

was then arrived

measured.

On

at.

The

total

surface of

all

was
was computed.

nesting areas

this basis the total nesting population

Observations over several weeks of time indicated that the birds

have

a

monogamous

relationship, thus

of birds are responsible for each nest.

it

can be assumed that a pair

There

w^as an average of three

eggs per nest.

Surveys

at

Rock Island before

plete absence or trace of the

the gulls arrived revealed the

previous year's nests.

were new nests.
approximate number of California

com-

Therefore,

all

nests counted in a lane

The

total

was
vations showed an
island in 1940

in size

calculated to be 22,730.

gulls nesting on the

1941

summer

obser-

increase in the nesting areas of about one-eighth

over the preceding year.

summer

The

1941 to be 2,450 gulls.

This increase was estimated for the
The approximate total for 1941 of all

was 25,180, while in 1942 the nesting popuwas estimated at 27,850 birds. The maximum post-nesting
(Juvenal and adults) population for 1941 was computed at 55,396
From all information at
gulls, and the 1942 population about 68,744.
the author's disposal the Rock Island colony is one of the largest breeding colonies of Larus californicus in the world.

adult gulls on the island
lation

ARRIVAL AND PRE-NESTTNG ACTIVITIES
The

California Gull normally spends the winter months on the

A few gulls remain all winter in Utah Valley in company with the common winter resident, the ring-billed gull, Larus
del aware sis Ord.
The earliest spring migrant California Gulls into
Pacific Coast.
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1942. as far as the author's records

17,

show.

The

do not arrive

gulls

pare nesting areas

Rock

at

in

L'tali

Island.

including over-night visits to

Valley and

.Several trips at

Rock

Island

were made

immediately pre-

weekly intervals
in

order to check

nesting selection by the gulls and date of selection of nesting plots.

At the break of day, during the pre-nesting period, the gulls are
off shore at Rock Island.
About one hour before sunrise, they
arise in great flocks and fiv l)ack and forth over the island at varying
found

Their

heights.

llight

appears

at

first

to be

one of utter confusion.

Almost as by a given signal, however, the flocks will fly out over the
water and in a moment or two return. This flight activity will l)e
kept up until shortly after sunrise, then all the birds depart to various
parts of the mainland.

Darling^^) describse a similar activity for the

lesser black-backed gull,

Larus fuscus

affinis

Reinh, and called

the

it

"aerial dance."

Between March

15

initial

and March 23, 1941, the gulls w'ere selecting

March

nesting plots and on

15,

23 nests were under construction.

stage of nest construction

is

The

but the scooping out of a shallow-

bowl which resembles the "dust bath" location for a domestic chicken.
The gulls are very "flighty" during the first weeks nest preparation.

At

first,

when

and the gulls are disfew hundred feet ofif shore and come to rest on
weeks after nesting plots are fairly well selected by

turbed, they will
the water.

the nests are being started,

a

fly

Two

40

the majority of gulls, one can approach w-ithin 25 to

birds before they

fly

During the nest preparation period the birds
intervals,

I:)ut

feet of the

away.

do not remain there over the

greater part of the day

is

full

rest

on the island

24-hour period.

spent on the mainland.

Morning

at

The
flights

awa}^ from the island are the usual occurrence during the pre-nesting
period.

CONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION OF NESTING SITES
Construction and selecting of nesting
tors:

sites

depends upon two fac-

(1) time of selection, and (2) materials at

hand

to build

from.

The open, more barren areas are first selected in which to locate nests.
The Bassia and Chenodium plant growth areas are the most desirable.
The marginal areas near the shoreline are the last to be selected.
Some gulls will prepare a sliallow scraped out basin. This may be
(2)

Darlins.

I-".

Cambridge. Univcr'-ity

V..

1938,

Pres<;.

r.ird

I'locks

and

tlic

Rrecdins Cycle,

pp.

56-57,
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mark

the only
tion.

Other

of a nest and the

bowl with
Other birds

the shallow
feathers.

to deposit their

i^aill

after having

gulls,

eggs

— California gull
L,''oes

made

no

fartlier

with the construc-

the depression, will provision

leaves, stems, rushes,
select a

95

and

in

some cases with

hollowed out area of rock or hard-pan

and actually do not go through the process of

in

nest construction, but merel}' one of nest area selection.

The

material in the nests

ing materials;

i.e..

if

is

identifiable with the

proximity of nest-

a gull has selected a nesting plot near Bassia,

then Rassia will be the prominent material going into the construction
of the nest.

If the nest is

near the Typha-Scirpus community, then

one can expect the nest to be provided with the leaves and stems of
rushes.
If the selection of nests is near shore where debris has been
thrown upon the shore, a conglomeration of materials is used in the
nest construction.

There are

all

ranges of

One can

cjuality of nest

construction regardless of

which will challenge the imagination to call such a spot a nest.
In some cases there will hardly be a
depression in the ground to indicate the presence of a nest. In some
cases where the rocky formation (calcareous tufa) is slightly hollowed out by w'eathering, a gull may select this shallow rock depression
as a nest and lay her eggs therein without even provisioning it with
a lining no matter how crude. At the other extreme of nest construcInside these bulky
tion, gull nests may be found large and bulky.
nests may be found feathers and grass, making the nest very commodious and comfortable.
The beak and the feet are used in clearing a nesting site. All material placed in the scooped out depression is carried by mouth and
materials used.

arranged with the beak.

find nests

The

final stage in creating the nest is to settle

by using the feet, wings,
and beak, and with general body movements a "body space" is created
the respective parts of the nesting materials

in the central part of the

constructed nest.

MATING
Before the gulls
place.

On March

in the early

start nest preparation, selection of

23, the writer

morning and noted

watched the

mates

is

gulls for several

taking

hours

pairs flying together through the flocks

of birds wheeling above the island. This flight habit was before they
had alighted to select nesting plots. Whether this is the "aerial dance"
Darling^'^) writes about. I
(3)

am

not sure, although there

Darling. F. F.. Ibid., pp. 56-57.

is

similarity.
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12. students
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/

On

the

Vol.

who were

]

II

.

Naturalist

NoS. 3

helping

& 4,

make

a

survey of the island called attention to several gulls copulating. There

was

a slight drizzling rain

and the time was 5:30 A. M.

remainder of the morning and on subsequent

was paid

During

trips special

tlie

attention

to birds mating.

Longer and more constant observations must be made to gel tlic
entire story of the mating process.
Sufficient data are at hanrl. however, to describe the copulatory act and preliminary steps taken in
preparation for copula.
described by Darling
latus Pont.

('"

In general, the procedure
for the herring gull.

Each bird stands opposite

Lams

the other

well as in unison, thrust their heads forward.

both birds are voicing a distinct

call

wliich

but somewhat musical, peep-peep-peep.

A

similar to that

is

anjcuiatus argcii-

and

alternately, as

All during this activity
is

a continuously

few turns

at

The female

the birds began to parry with each other.

stand unconcerned toward the entreaties of the male.

moments

she directs her head toward the ground as

weak,

"pecking" and
usually will

After a
if

few-

pointing

at

The male may attempt to get into copulatory position, but
female will dislodge him. The pecking and ])arrying activities are

something.
the

then resumed.

In a few cases the birds rubbed

l)ills

and seemed

to

follow through a dance routine.

From what
male

the writer could deduce by the final consent of the fe-

to copulate, the

female bird, when pointing toward the ground

with her beak, was demonstrating to the male to present food for her
In a great number of cases, the male regurgitated some food
to eat.
and the female sparingly partook of a few morsels and then consented
to copulate without further objection.

The copulatory

position

is

a combination of the

domestic chicken and the domestic pigeon.

ward on

When

the back of the female

the coital contact

is

who

method used by

The male

the

stands well for-

also remains in a standing position.

under process

and being completed, the
The wing moveThe female tle.xes her wings
of,

male

in

continuously, but slowly flapping his wings.

ment

is

apparently a balancing process.

At intervals she will
head and peck the breast feathers of the male. The male,
still standing atop the female, leans backward more rapidly moving
his wings, dips under the female tail feathers, usuall\- from the left
side and keeps contact, with the legs slightly flexed.
slightly to also assist in the balance of the male.

also turn her

The
(4)

coital contact
Darling,

1-.

I".,

may occur
Ibid.,

severnl times during one coi)ulat()ry

pp. 43-44.

)
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Also the male may. as was observed

contact with the female while she
in copulation, the

is sitting

female walks around

coital contact.

a nest.

st(jpping-
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few

in a

upon

Both birds voice a peculiar

oull

When

one once hears

this

not harsh, but con-

In a few cases

of mating gulls.

is

in

prog-

sound, similar to an old domestic hen

her chicks to feed, they can, without

calling

make

only at the instant of

thrcjat}-,

tinuous Ka, Ka, Ka, Ka, (a, as in "ah"j while copulation
ress.

cases,

Usuali}' while

it

on the back of the female birds as

fail,

note the presence

was noted, male gulls would
the male came in from tlight.

female as a rule will dislodge the intruder

i)ut

this is n(jt

alight

The

always the

case.

Several occasions were noted in which cnie female would accept

and complete the copulatory act with several males but the usual con-

was one

dition noted

of

monogamous

association.

EGG LAYING, EGGS AND INCUBATION
The

eggs discovered in the 1941 season were laid on April

first

This coincided wdth the
observed April

11.

By

first

April 23, egg laying was well underway,

though the peak was not reached

made on egg

vation were

was on April

11.

Bent<-^\.

12.

discovery of copulation which was hrst

about

until

May

laying in 1942 and the

al-

Careful obser-

1.

tirst

egg deposited

after a visit to Big Stick Lake, Saskatche-

wan, Canada, June 14, 1906, remarked that the California Gulls were
about half way through their period of hatching. On the basis of the
incubation period (found in the study at Rock Island to be 23-27 days

would approximate a date of

this

May

15-20

when

the California Gull

eggs are laid at Big Stick Lake, about one month later than the Rock
Island Colony.

A

detailed study of

ings, texture
is

and

size

many

sets of eggs, as to color, pattern

was made

in the

to be published as a separate paper.

summer

of 1941.

mark-

This study

Suffice to say at this writing,

there have been found great variations in color, pattern, marking, and
size.

Data

at

hand, however, indicate that the eggs

in at least ten or

may

be classified

twelve distinct groups.

Regarding the period of incubation, several test nests were marked.
The incubation period varied from 23 to 27 days in duration. Both
sexes take turns in sitting on the eggs during the period of incubation.
Bent, Arthur Cleveland, 1921, Life Histories of North American Gulls
(5)
and Terns, Washington Government Printing Office, United States National Mu-

seum, Bulletin 113, pp. 125-126.
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For long periods of time (three and four hours) both birds will stay
The
eg^ys and the other standing close by.
writer be.ieves that each bin! olitains its own food,
in a few cases,
however, it was observed that the birds presented food in a regurgitated form to the mate on the nest.
During the entire two seasons study, the birds are the least affected by intrusion during the period of incubation.
The writer has
walked through the gull colonies hundreds of times. If he kept moving, the gulls would rise slightly from their nests and then drop back
as soon as he had passed. Rarely does a bird move more than six or
eight feet from its nest as long as one keeps moving.
If one stops,
by their nest, one on the

enroute across the colony,

move

will

for a

a short distance

birds within a radius of 10 to 12 feet
their nests.

few minutes, the majority of gulls

one stands or

and

all

from

sits

one remains very

motionless, the birds will quiet

Disturb them

action.

If

will return to their nests.

in

the

slightest

down both

still

If

in voice

way, however, and they

pierce the air with their raucous cries.

One soon

tinds that certain pugnacious birds are

located in the

These birds will dive at one and can draw a nasty scalp
wound if the head is bared. I have had them remove my sombrero
many times. These pugnacious birds are most belligerent during the
incubation, hatching period, and when the young are being cared for.
colony.

HATCHING AND CARE OF THE YOUXG
To

gain access to the outside world from the "pipped"

data indicate a time varying from 20 minutes to 10 hours.

shell, the

The time

was measured from the first moment a hole was pipped until
was entirely free of its shell. (Plate II). The main hatching begins about May 16, although a few chicks were observed May 8,
1941.
The peak of hatching during the 1941 season was during the
wee': of May 23. The hatching date as listed by Bent*''"" also coincides
period

the chick

with the time variance for this locality.

The
of the

care of the

appetite.

young

is

a

most interesting phase

chick

is

born with a ravenous

after hatching

history of the gull.

life

The

Observations were recorded

in

1940 and

1941

in

which

both sexes were seen feeding the chicks a few hours after hatching.

The

tiny chicks, hardly capable of standing, eagerly take

tated

food.

One

incubator ravenously ate a
(6)

Bent, A.

C,

up regurgi-

chick the writer succeeded in hatching out in an

ibid., p.

roll

126.

of lianiburger about

one inch long

life history notf.s

Dec. 31, 1942

— California iu;ll
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and almost a half inch thick. The ingestion of the IkjIus (jf food
was accomplished by a guzzling^ process of grasi)ing the food and
throwing it down the throat by jerking movements of the head, llis
actions were so violent that he nearl}' threw himself over backwards,
He swallowed tlie above bolus of
yet he was but three hours old.
food as

efficiently as a

The food for
when

adult birds

season, then the

are the

The

veteran.

the chicks varies with

they

main

main menu of
\()ung chicks,

diet of the chick

week then

the

when they

are

is

the
(jld

foods available for the

the

the mainland.

visit

If

army cut-worms

cutworms.

young are
enough

to

ally stay in close proximity, to their nesting plot.

a neighboring nest they are severely pecked

This pecking

joining area.
as

was observed

in

numbers of

ony by tourists or other

As

their nests.

may

If

are in

angle wcjrms

icd angle w(jrms.

move around, usuIf they move near

the parents of the ad-

b\'

be severe enough to bring on death

cases.

Continuous intrusion of a

visitors causes the

young

col-

gulls to run frcnu

they return to their respective plots each adult neigh-

bor gull takes a turn in striking the chick.

young when they are attacked, but

in

A

parent will defend

defending the young

embroiled in an adult battle while the chick

is

it

its

becomes

being further attacked

These observations are similar to those recorded by
The
chick
has a plaintive "peeping" sound as its juvenal call.
Ijent^'^
Whether hungry or afraid the call seems to be the same. The adult

by other birds.

gulls are respcjnsive to the call oi their chicks.

)uring the heat of the day the parents stand over, or in such po-

I

siti(jn

With

as to shade the young.

found that chicks are soon

killed

During the heat of the day. the

the temperature at 110°F,

by direct exposure

gulls, like

older,

and

at the time

when

uncommon

was

panting dogs, young and old,

can be seen standing or sitting with mouth agape.
juvenal plumage, the chicks

it

to the sun's rays.

the natal down is
may wander a few

As

the chicks

grow

being replaced by the

yards from the

home

group of ten or twenty young chicks
banded together. In the heat of the day when chicks have grown older
they hunt the slightest amount of shade. As 1 have sat quietly taj<ing
base.

It is

not

notes, chicks

to see a

have crawded up

About nine or

my

pant leg seeking shade.

ten weeks of age the juvenal birds forage for themselves along the island shore.
At eleven and twelve weeks of age the
\'oung birds are trying to the mainland six or seven miles away.
(7)

Bent,

.\.

C,

Ibid., p. 126.

:
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PLUMAGE CHAXGES
The

first

Gulls at

records of moults and plumage changes in the California

Rock Island were made during

the 1940 season and have been

For the sequence in plumage
and moulting I have followed the system used by Glover M. Allan^^^
in his book, "Birds and Their Attributes."
The table is arranged as
continued each season since that time.

follows

Name
(Ij

Natal

Name

of Piiiiiiagc

down

(2) Juvenal plumage
(3) First winter plumage
(4) First nuptial plumage

Post-natal moult

{2)

Post- ju venal moult

(3)

First pre-nuptial moult

(4)

First annual

Adult or second winter
plumage
(6) Adult or second nuptial
plumage

(5)

Adult or second pre-nuptial

(6)

moult
Second post-nuptial moult

two years old)

Brooks^^*^^,

and Bent

^^^^

characteristics of the California Gull to

accounts of these
color

and pattern.

men

I

have dealt with the plumage

some

length.

In reading the

recognize variations in their description of

Likewise

in

my

observations further variations are

The following remarks concerning plumage
birds at Rock Island.

noted.
the

or post-nuptial

moult

(5)

Dwight^^^

Moult

(1)

(bird one year old)

(birds

of

are distinctive for

NATAL PLUMAGE

A

leaden-gray to a light-grayish ball of Huffy dense down, mottled

with dark splashes or dots on the head antl back denotes the feathering
of the newly hatched gull chicks.

darkened spotting

is

occasional variations from this.

from a

light to a

The leaden gray gromid

color and

the most usual color pattern, although there are
In

some chicks

the spotting

deep rich brown instead of black color.

may

range

The downy

Allen, Glover M., 1925, Birds and Their Attributes, p. 55, AL^^sllall and
(8)
Jones Company, P>oston, Massachusetts.
Dwight, Jonathan, 1925, The Gulls (Laridae) of tlie World; Their
(9)
Plumages, Moults Variations, Relationship and Distribution.
I'ulletin .\merican
Museum of Natural History, Vol. 52, pp. 197-198.
Brooks, Allen, 194,^, The .Status of the California Gull.
(10)
The Auk.
Vol. 60, No. 1, pp. 16-18.
Pent, A. C, Ibid., p. 128.
(11)
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ground color may

The
eye

in others these

legs are bare
is

almost wliilc

in

rare cases
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and deep brown

in

may be general in distribution over the
spots may be relegated to the head region.

Also the spotting

other chicks.

body while

Ite
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dark brown

and

The

l)lack.

to blackish.

toe-nails are light colored.

The

(Plate 11)

JUVEXAL PLUMAGE
The Juvenal plumage is accomplished in a series of steps. This
plumage is entirely diilerent as compared to the adult feathering. Both
sexes have the same juvenal cover, however. The natal dow'n remains
for about 12 to 15 days, and then the juvenal plumage shafts begni to
appear. The humeral and alar tracts are the first areas to show up to
any degree. A close examination reveals the pin-feathers-like shafts
As the feather deto have a terminal feather vane, tawny in color.
velops, it seems to be pushed out of the "pin-feather." The vane expands and the whole featJier elongates. Examining a single feather
from the dorsum will show the outer edge is tawny to almost wdiite.
The central disc and shaft of the feather is a dusky to almost black
color.

A

few days after the humeral and alar feather

tracts

show

up, a

slaty-grayish streaking, along the long axis of the bod}', occurs on the

These feathers are elongated and not broadly formed as
humeral feathers. At the same time the juvenal head
feathers are forming; ventral and posterior to each eye is a uniforml}-

head region.

in the case of

This area of feathers

mouse-colored, finely textured, area of feathers.
has the appearance of hair.

Standing at a distance and looking at a

bird at this age, the chick's optical region has the appearance of a veritable "black-eye."

After the feathering of the head and eye regions are well in progress the dorsal feather tract begins to appear.

by the

femoral

ing out."

I

tract, the crural (leg),

The

have been tempted many times to

call

juvenal feathering" period the "ugly gulling" period.
their first stages of losing the

down and

dorsal

and the ventral

is

followed

tract "feather-

this part of the

The

juvenals in

gaining their juvenal coat, are

positively homely.

The lateral region of the body, covered by the wing, retains a
downy appearance up to about the 18th week. The knape is the last
exposed area to lose the downy feathering. The full juvenal coat is
developed by 10 weeks. Plate III). At the end of 30-40 days the
plumage of the juvenal may have completed the main feather cover,
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characteristic of juvenal plumage.

opment, the juvenals can

Vol.

I

II,

NoS. 3

& 4,

Coupled with the complete devel-

weeks of
Nine to ten weeks of age is the normal length of time required
for the young gull to maintain sustained ilight.
fly

a short distance at six or seven

age.

With

the

coverts, the

exception of

tail

the

primaries,

the

greater

and primary

feathers and the alar border, the four-month-old gull

predominantly barred when viewed from above. (Plate 111). The
feather vanes of the wings, the back, the rump and tail are bordered

is

grayish to white.

In the case of the primaries, the feathers are lightly

tipped with white.

In the case of the upper

tail

coverts, the axillaries,

wing coverts, and the back, the terminal band is broadly tipped.
The nape, head, breast and belly feathers have a streaked appearance
and the ground color is slat}- to grayish. The tail feathers are black
with a narrow white band terminally.
The beak is dark brown to
the

black with a light colored terminal area.

The first winter plumage cannot be studied at Rock Island or in
Utah Valley as the juvenal gulls all migrate to the Pacific Coast. The
writer, however, has kept gulls in captivity in Utah \'alley, under outdoor conditions for the first winter and a summer.
In comparing the plumage of these

first

winter birds kept in cap-

Utah Valley, with those illustrated and described by Dwight^^^\
Bent^'-^^, and Brooks^'''^ there is a decided dift'erence.
Some environ-

tivity in

mental factor or factors

unknown

to the author, are necessary to bring

about normal plumage as seen in the Pacific Coast migrant gulls.
is

my

way an
Gull may

opinion that the only

plumage in the California
banded birds of known age.

It

accurate, complete story of the

be found,

is

to carefully

study

MIGRATION
For the seasons, 1940, 1941, and 1942, extensive banding of the
has been done. Dr. Vasco M. Tanner of the Brigham Young

g;ills

University has assisted in gathering the data pertinent to the results
obtained.
Tlie arrangement used in banding

was to have three people to do
and one or two to distribute

the banding, three to do the catching,

captured birds to the banders.
three

Experience has found the gulls about

weeks of age the better age

(12)
(13)
(14)

Dwight, Jonathan.
Bent, A.

C,

Ibid.

Ibid.

Brooks, Allen,

Ibid.

to band.

The

birds are caught by
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using an insect net.

The

bin!

is.

— California c;ull

then jjickcd up hy the

leg.

103
Five birds,

after being caught, nia}' be carried withtnit injury to a banding station.

The

results of the 1940

banding season

in

relation to migratory

habits has been reported by Tanner'^^^^, and the 1941 season by

Tanner

and Beck"6).

To

two records of banded gulls
returning to Rock Island. One bird was collected and plumage notes
taken. Why this bird came back and there was only one other banded
If the same
bird seen, is inexplainable with present data at hand.
there has been but

date (1942)

information applies to the California Gull as Dariing^^'^ relates for the

Herring Gull,
gulls observed

says:

Lams

arijeiitatus arycittatiis,

the

banded two-year-old

Rock Island were unusual migrants.

at

Darling^^**^

"only the mature ones go out to the gulleries on the island in

the spring.

Three years must pass before the young ones return to
At the end of the fourth month

the flocks at the breeding grounds."
the Juvenal birds are leaving

Rock

Island preparatory to migrating to

This occurs during the month of September.

the Pacific Coast area.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
Plate

Aerial view of

Rock

1

Island in Utah Lake.

Plate II

A

view of the nest of the California Gull, showing a chick one
old, a pipped egg, the tgg color pattern, and nest materials.

day

Plate III

Dorsal view of a nionth-cjld

gull,

Plate

California Gulls in

flight.

showing the

IV

featlier color patlcrn.
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